AWARDS
Apple Story Plaque

The nostalgic “apple story”
is inscribed on a gold
metal plaque with red. The
finished wooden plaque
measures 5" x 7". Boxed.
AU46209 .............. $15.95

Classic Apple Plaque

One of our familiar exclusive apple
designs is mounted on a 5" x 7"
walnut finished wood plaque. Dual
plates are provided with brass
engraving surface, 31/4" x 21/8".
AU16322 ............................$19.95

Apple Design
Plaque

Our exclusive apple
design is embedded on a
crystalline appearing
surface. The plate included provides a generous
space for engraving.
Measures 7"W x 9"H;
plate 23/8" x 35/8". Boxed.
AU16318. ..........$24.95
We Do Not Engrave.
All plaques and trophy
plates are furnished ready
for engraving unless
otherwise specified
in description.

Exquisite Brass Card Holder

Finest quality, brightly polished brass business card holder. Engravable. Measures
21/2" x 33/4"W. Boxed.
AU10523 ........................................$19.95

Marble Apple
Clock Pedestal

Walnut finished wood
base creates a rich setting
for the red marble clock.
The clock is embedded in
marble with molded
brass stem and leaf
blending with the clock;
quartz movement; battery
included. Base measures
31⁄2" x 31⁄2" x 11⁄2". An
engravable plate (23⁄4"x1")
is included. (Permanently
mounted). Boxed.
AU10508P ........$44.95

Lamp of Knowledge

Achievement Plaque
A beautiful presentation with a
dual goldtone solid brass plate. The
engravable area is 41/2"W x 3"H;
your engraving will show in a
matching brass finish. The plaque
measures 7" x 9"H. Boxed.
AU16324 ......................$19.95

Sculptured Crystal-Like Trophies

These molded acrylic trophies display a crystal-like
radiance. An exquisite award available with the 4
different metal medallions, as shown. Measures 5"W
x 51/4"H. Self standing. Brass plate included (25/8" x
11/4").
AU53511 Special Teacher ............................$19.95
AU53512 Apple ...........................................$19.95
AU53513 Music ...........................................$19.95
AU53514 Christian ......................................$19.95

The Old School Desk

Marble Octagon Paperweight

Truly a beautiful marble paperweight that a recipient will want to show off. The octagon shaped marble is elevated with an apple and pencil made of
copper and brass. Measures 3" X 11/2"H. Gift boxed.
AU47312........................................$24.95
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This old school desk replica offers the
nostalgia of the American classroom. A
masterpiece of fine handcrafted American materials and workmanship makes a truly elegant and
useful gift for the teaching professional. To identify
this memorable gift, a monogrammed metallic
gold plate with three initials are included (see
inset above). This handsome addition to the home
or classroom is superbly finished hardwood with
cast iron supports. A quality ball point pen and
holder are included. Measures 41/2"H on a 51/2"
base. PLEASE SPECIFY IN SEQUENCE, CLEARLY,
THE INITIALS FOR MONOGRAM PLATE. Boxed.
AU26030..........................................$47.95
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